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3271: More communications power for the 2200 family.
We've added IBM 3271 emulation to the rich selection of communications facilities available on our 2200 LVP and 2200 MVP computer systems. Now you can use these powerful Wang systems as 3271 emulators in interactive distributed networks. Other emulation packages for 2200 systems include 2780, 3780, 2741, 3741, HASP Multi-Leaving, Teletype, TC500 and 3275 protocols.

Wang 3271 emulation lets Wang 2200 users interactively communicate with larger IBM computers. To the host system, each remote 2200 computer appears as a 3271 Model 2 cluster controller, with 3277 Model 2 display stations and 3288 printers attached.

2200/3271: The cost-effective alternative.
If you currently use IBM 3271-based applications, or if you're considering it, 3271 emulation on Wang 2200 systems offers one of the most cost-effective distributed processing options you can buy. Because the Wang 2200 is a complete system that can be flexibly used to handle both interactive inquiry/response operations and local processing at remote sites.

There's no need to invest in additional dedicated, limited-function 3270 terminals to satisfy your distributed processing needs. The Wang 2200 with 3271 emulation can give you a versatile range of the interactive capabilities you need — with unmatched price/performance, reliability and ease-of-use.

Economical and responsive.
Wang 2200 systems extend the services of industry-standard 3271 emulation with automatic print spooling. The 2200/3271 print spooling capability enables users to share printer resources for greater economy. Specifically, it lets you send print data to disk, and selectively extract this received print data under user control. In addition, 3271 emulation supports direct printing on a wide variety of output media, including letter-quality printers.

The multipurpose workstation.
The Wang 3271 emulation package lets users dynamically attach and detach from 3277 emulation operations without affecting either the host process or other 2200 systems users. By touching a few keys on the 2200 interactive terminal keyboard, you can instantly switch between local and remote applications to meet your changing needs.

Take advantage of the proven price/performance of our 2200 systems, while extending 3271 capabilities to users throughout your network. Talk to your local Wang representative about the Wang 3271 emulation package.